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Abstract

Ace Ventura, Pet Detective – It’s Not Just Hollywood Fiction!

1 in 3 pets go missing. While hundreds of websites and Facebook pages aim to reunite lost and found

pets with their families, few provide the practical tools that shelters and pet owners really need. In

fact, modern technology often compromises RTO rates. The internet is overwhelmed with

photographs of lost and found pets, but these photos often fail to reach the right people. Lost and

found websites are at best giving pet owners a false sense of hope and at worst are providing

information that puts animals at risk.

In this session, you will step into the world of a real-life Ace Ventura and discover that Pet Detectives

are not just the stuff of Hollywood fiction. You will learn how you can apply the systems and resources

from Inspector Spot’s toolkit to your animal shelter or rescue group for FREE:

• Learn why the lost and found sites you are currently using have limited success, and prevent

the RTO rate at most shelters from improving

• Uncover the vast toolbox of resources that Inspector Spot uses to help lost and found pets

return home

• Discover the tools your shelter can use to reunite shelter pets with their families for FREE

• Access FREE educational resources to help owners keep their pets safe and prepare them

for the day they go missing

PLUS: We’ll introduce you to Sherlock – Australasia’s first K9 Pet Detective.



In today’s hyper-connected, technology-driven world you will find hundreds, if not thousands, of lost and found

websites all over the world. They fire photographs of displaced pets across the internet every second of the day. But if

you look at the statistics for your shelter or rescue group and ask yourself honestly: has the number of animals you

take in each year dropped? Has the owner reclaim rate improved? In most cases the answer is no.

In the United States, the biggest market in the world, the reclaim rates for cats and dogs remain dismal. Only 20% of

dogs are reclaimed by their owners. Only 1-2% of cats make their way home. The Australian figures are only slightly

better – 46% of dogs are returned to their owners. But only 1% of cats are returned home. In New Zealand, Inspector

Spot has been finding missing pets up to six years after they were handed into a shelter and rehomed with a new

family. So, what on earth is going wrong?

The Problem With Lost and Found Websites and Social Media Pages

There are four core issues with lost and found websites and social media pages:

1. They reach the wrong people

Lost and found sites broadcast photos of pets to absolutely anyone who is online. Some get photos in front of

thousands of people. This makes pet owners feel great: “Wow! 10,000 people have seen my pet’s photo. That’s got to

bring him home!” But realistically, most of the people who see these photos are nowhere near their pet. There is zero

chance that they will ever be close enough to the pet to see it, catch it and return it home. These sites are speaking to

the wrong people.

These sites give people false hope. They tell pet owners that they no longer need to do old-school things like speak to

their neighbours, put up posters, hand out flyers. They sell technology as the new holy grail: “Invest no effort, just give

us your pet’s photo and we will send it to everyone in our network. We’ll have your pet home in no time.”

2. They communicate in ways that are ineffective

Other sites offer to phone your neighbours: “Send us your pet’s details! We’ll phone everyone in your neighbourhood

and leave them a message.” Again, these sites give people false hope. They ignore the fact that the world has drifted

away from landlines to a world of mobile phones. They ignore the fact that Do Not Call Registers were set up to stop

people receiving annoying, unsolicited calls. And they ignore one crucial factor – you can’t send a photograph via a

phone call. How on earth will people recognise the pet that is missing?

3. They pitch cutting-edge technology that does nothing to FIND pets

Worse still, websites are beginning to offer supposedly cutting-edge technology: “We use facial recognition to find

missing pets!” Again, these sites give people false hope.

Technology such as facial recognition systems do nothing to FIND missing pets. Sure, they can help to IDENTIFY

them once they’re found. But that brings us back to the big problem – these sites do not give people the tools they

needed to FIND their pets.



4. They provide inaccurate information

There are very few Certified Pet Detectives in the world, so most lost and found sites are run by people Googling

information or making things up as they go along. This leads to a lot of inaccurate information being distributed. At best,

this information is ineffective. Pet owners waste time doing things that are of no value. At worst, they put pets at risk.

One of the worst pieces of advice we see is “Put your cat’s litter box outside. They can smell it from miles away”. This

piece of advice alone is dangerous. It pushes cats further away from home and brings predators into their territory.

5. The Toolbox We Use To Bring Lost Pets Home

Inspector Spot works completely differently. Research shows that most pets don’t travel very far when they go missing.

What pet owners need is a system for talking directly to people in their immediate neighbourhood – a few houses or

streets from where their pet was last seen. But more importantly, they need guidance on how to search for their pet.

Where to start, how far to go, where to spend their time and effort. The real issue is pet owners have no idea where to

begin looking. They lock on to the idea that their pet has been stolen, they recall stories of pets travelling for miles from

one end of the country to the other. And then they go into a blind panic.

The Five-Pillar System to Successful Lost Pet Recovery™

Inspector Spot provides a five-pillar system to successfully recover missing animals:

1. Education and Prevention

We help pet owners to understand when their pets are most at risk, reduce the chance of them going missing, and

prepare their pets for the day that disaster strikes, so it is easier to track them down. Preparation goes a long way. We

would much rather educate people than be the ambulance at the bottom of the cliff.

2. Missing Animal Psychology

Every pet behaves differently when it goes missing. The generic “how to find your pet” advice that most websites provide

has very limited value, and in many cases, provides incorrect information. We are trained in the psychology of missing

animals. We profile the pets we work with, and identify the best way to approach their recovery based on each pet’s

species, personality, environment and the circumstances that caused them to go missing.

3. Police Agency Search Strategy

We are trained to deploy the search strategies that were originally developed by US Police Agencies to locate missing

persons. We use these search strategies to help pet owners understand how their search should be coordinated. We

pinpoint where their pet is most likely to be based on that pet’s individual profile, and help them to prioritise their time and

effort to bring their pet home as quickly as possible.

4. Personalised Advertising

We build highly targeted local advertising campaigns based on each pet’s circumstances in order to get as many people

in their immediate area on the lookout for their pet. This does NOT include firing copies of the pet’s photograph

indiscriminately around the internet.

• We supply professionally designed lost (or found) posters and flyers; and show pet owners how to use these to

ensure people in their immediate area see them. Not all posters and flyers work. Ours are designed to be seen.

• We drop a pin on the location that the pet was last seen and build a customised email list of every animal shelter,

rescue group, vet, breeder and pet store in their immediate area. We send a copy of their pet’s lost (or found) poster to

these people instantly.

• We set up an internet-based advertising campaign that distributes copies of this lost (or found) poster to people

in the area that the pet was lost or found. This advertising campaign appears on social media, in Google Search and on

websites that are members of the Google Advertising Network. Again, these advertisements are ONLY shown to people

in the area that the pet was lost or found UNLESS we have reason to believe the pet may have been transported out of

that area.



5. Electronic Matching and Identification

Finally, we use a facial recognition system to match photographs of lost and found pets as they are uploaded to our

website. We are the only organisation in Australasia currently using this technology, but we are very clear on what this

technology does.

Facial recognition systems have very limited usefulness when it comes to tracking down missing pets. They do not

FIND missing animals. These systems are simply another way of IDENTIFYING them, like a microchip or name tag.

We do NOT pitch this as the holy grail because it is not. In fact, this technology has never taken off in the markets it

was originally introduced to. Inspector Spot’s facial recognition system is simply a small piece of technology that allows

us to match lost and found pets.

In small markets like Australia and New Zealand, this technology has very limited use. We are not dealing with tens of

thousands of seemingly identical pets that need to be identified. This system was set up to allow us to match pets more

quickly in the United States, where we also provide services. But again, it is a tiny part of our overall system.

Realistically, it is no more useful than a microchip or a name tag.

The Free Tools We Supply to Shelters

Building a system like Inspector Spot comes with a price. In this case, hundreds of thousands of dollars. We recognise

that it is impractical for rescue groups and shelters to build this sort of system, so we provide free tools to help shelters

and rescue groups locate the families of the pets that are handed in to you:

1. FREE Found Pet Alerts

Every time a pet is brought in to you, you can send out a Found Pet Alert for FREE. This includes:

• A professionally designed Found Poster. Our system automatically pulls through the details you upload and

sends you a found poster straight away. You can display this in reception, and we provide a detailed guide on the other

ways we suggest using this poster.

• We drop a pin on the exact location the pet was picked up, and build a customised email list of every animal

shelter, rescue group, vet, breeder and pet store in the area. We immediately send a copy of that pet’s Found Poster to

these people.

• We set up an internet-based advertising campaign that distributes copies of each pet’s Found Poster to people

in the area that the pet found. This advertising campaign appears on social media, in google search and on websites

that are members of the google advertising network.

All of this is completely FREE.

2. FREE Guide to Finding Each Pet’s Family

We supply a free guide to tracking down each pet’s family. This guide is designed to be given to the person who

brought the pet in to your team. The key to successfully locating the family lies in setting up a very localised advertising

campaign in the area in which the pet was found. We recommend you enlist the help of the person who found the pet to

help coordinate this. After all, they cared enough to pick up this pet in the first place, and are often more than willing to

help track down the family they came from.

3. FREE Educational Resources to Help Keep Pets Safe

When you’re adopting pets out to new families, we know you don’t want to see them go missing or have them returned

to you. So, we have an enormous range of resources that you can share with adopting families or the people who

follow you on social media. This includes:



• Life Hacks for Pet Lovers – a weekly educational video to help pet owners keep their pets safe. These

educational videos cover topics such as: preparing a kitten to go outside, teaching your cat to use a cat door,

reducing the chance of your dog getting lost and keeping children safe around dogs.

• Downloadable Guides – printable resources on topics such as preventing dog theft, moving safely with cats,

Guy Fawkes safety and preparing an emergency kit for your pets.

4. FREE Membership with Inspector Spot

We want to help you keep pets as safe as possible. So, we offer FREE membership to all the pets that our partners

adopt out. Members of Inspector Spot access our Platinum Lost Pet Alert Service completely free of charge after

they have been signed up for 30 days. Non-members pay $250 for this service so this provides a great saving.

How do you access these FREE resources?

Simply visit us at www.inspectorspot.com and hit the “Affiliates” button on the navigation menu

http://www.inspectorspot.com/

